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“

NBL forms part of the Ohlthaver & List (O&L) Group of
companies, the largest privately held group in Namibia.
The Group’s overall revenue contributes about 4% to gross
domestic product (GDP). The O&L Group has business interests
in food production, fishing, beverages, farming, retail trade,
information technology, property leasing and development,
renewable power generation, marine engineering and the
leisure and hospitality industry.

”
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NBL PROFILE
Established in 1920, NBL is one of the leading
beverage manufacturing companies in Namibia and
one of the few independently owned commercialscale breweries in southern Africa. Ours is one of a
few large-scale commercial breweries in Africa that
brew according to the German Reinheitsgebot
(“Purity Law”) of 1516, which requires the exclusive
use of three ingredients: malted barley, hops and
water. NBL’s commitment to the Reinheitsgebot
provides consumers with a guarantee of quality and
the use of safe, natural ingredients.
We have a significant share of the premium beer
category in the region and are the leader in the
Namibian beer market. Beer makes up 93% of total
volumes sold.
Our full portfolio includes a range of soft beverages
for sale to all consumers, a range of low and

non-alcoholic beverages and alcoholic products for
a wide range of adult consumer segments, spread
across the price ladder. These products are widely
available throughout Namibia and the Southern
African Development Community (SADC) region
as a result of our extensive distribution network and
are continuously enhanced based on market
research and consumer feedback. Our partnership
with Heineken South Africa is an exciting platform
for growth in southern Africa.
Our products are exported to 17 countries outside
Namibia and South Africa.
Through responsible drinking initiatives, NBL creates
awareness of the potential consequences of choices
made and the impact on society that can result
from irresponsible alcohol use.

2019 volume contribution

2019 revenue contribution

per category

Beer – Namibia

|

57.8%

Beer

|

92%

Beer – South Africa

|

32.8%

Other

|

8%

Beer – Export

|

2.6%

Ciders

|

1.2%

Softs

|

5.5%
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OUR BEVERAGE
BRANDS
This category is the backbone of
our portfolio. It meets a growing
consumer need for quality
at an accessible price point
and alternative offerings that
complement various occasions
and are suited to repertoire
consumption.

We craft premium offerings from
imported, quality ingredients.
This enables us to meet a growing
consumer need for brands that
signify status and individuality.

This category offers quality
beers at affordable prices
for consumers seeking value
brands for daily consumption.

MAINSTREAM
SEGMENT
Tafel Lager

Tafel Lite

Strongbow
Ciders

Windhoek
Draught

Windhoek
Lager

Heineken

Camelthorn

Amstel
Lite

Tafel Radler

Erdinger

PREMIUM
BEER
Stellenbrau

VALUE
SEGMENT
King Lager

Windhoek Light, the original
low-alcohol beer in the region,
remains a firm lifestyle choice in
South Africa and Namibia and
we expect it to benefit from
the growth of the category.
Consumers’ need for
lower alcohol offerings has
contributed significantly to the
success of Tafel Radler.

LOW- OR
NONALCOHOLIC
BEER

We create a suitable drink for
every occasion. These brands
diversify our portfolio into
adjacent categories to maximise
our opportunities across all
occasions while still promoting
responsible drinking.

SOFTS/
WATER
PORTFOLIO

Windhoek Light

AquaSplash

McKane

Fruitree

Find detail about each brand’s positioning, formats, sizes and availability in Appendix A from
page 78.

“

As part of the O&L Group, we let our purpose of
Creating a Future, Enhancing Life and our value system
inspire our unrelenting pursuit of perfection.

”
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OUR GEOGRAPHIC
FOOTPRINT

KEY FACTS
18

BRANDS IN OUR PORTFOLIO

14

EXPORT DESTINATIONS, INCLUDING SOUTH AFRICA

801

PERMANENT EMPLOYEES

98.4%

OF EMPLOYEES ARE NAMIBIAN CITIZENS

6

DEPOTS IN NAMIBIA

34.7

TONS OF SURPLUS CO2 SOLD

4.5%

REDUCTION IN LITRES OF WATER USED PER LITRE OF
BEVERAGE PRODUCED

12
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SUMMARY OF VOLUME
SHARE PER MARKET/REGION

Namibia

0.14%

Rest of
the world

0.13%

Other
African
countries

1.59%

Tanzania

1.03%

Zambia

0.29% Zimbabwe

63.92%
South Africa

32.92%
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OUR MILESTONES
TOWARDS 100 YEARS
1920
1967

The Kronen Brauerei (Swakopmund), the Omaruru Brewery (Omaruru), the Klein Windhoek Brewery
(Windhoek) and the Felsenkeller Brewery (Windhoek) were acquired by Hermann Ohlthaver and Carl List,
who consolidated them to form South West Breweries Limited.
South West Breweries acquired the Hansa Brauerei in Swakopmund. The Company became the only
remaining independent commercial brewery in southern Africa.

South West Breweries moved into the new state-of-the-art brewery in Windhoek.

1983
1990
1996
2003
2004
2005

With Namibia’s independence, South West Breweries changed its name to Namibia Breweries Limited
(NBL).

NBL listed on the Namibian Stock Exchange (NSX) and became a publicly owned company with the O&L
Group as controlling shareholder.

NBL formed a strategic partnership with Diageo, the world’s largest distiller, and brewer Heineken.
The partnership was locally facilitated by Brandhouse Beverages (Proprietary) Limited.

NBL started producing Heineken for Namibia and exporting it South Africa.

The 77-year-old Hansa Brewery in Swakopmund, from where Tafel Lager originated, closed down to
become a warehouse for NBL.
NBL became the first African brewery to be acknowledged by the DLG, the German Agricultural Society,
by winning awards for its core brands: Windhoek Lager, Windhoek Draught, Windhoek Light and
Tafel Lager.

2007
2008
2009
2011

NBL was a key player in the establishment of the Self-Regulating Alcohol Industry Forum (SAlF), a body
comprising major alcohol producers and distributors in Namibia.

DHN Drinks (Proprietary) Limited was established in South Africa to handle the marketing, sales and
distribution of the international beer and cider portfolio for the strategic partnership with Diageo
and Heineken.
NBL’s DRINKiQ® Training Programme was launched to empower participants with knowledge on alcohol
consumption. The Recycle Namibia Forum (RNF) was established, with NBL as a founder member.

The new breakthrough plan was initiated to guide the Group in building a breakthrough organisation with
the new purpose statement: Creating a Future, Enhancing Life.
In November 2011, the first Namibian barley crop was harvested as part of the trials conducted by NBL in
partnership with the University of Namibia and the Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry, to
determine the viability of growing barley and procuring malted barley locally.

2012

14

In the 2012 financial year, NBL reached a historic milestone by selling over 1 million hectolitres of beer in
Namibia. The Board approved the installation of a 1 MW on-grid solar photovoltaic (PV) facility that was the
largest roof-mounted PV solar plant in Africa at the time.

NAMIBIA BREWERIES LIMITED

2013
2014
2015

NBL replaced the outdated carbon dioxide recovery plant with a modern, efficient and environmentally
friendly plant, with an additional 98 tons of storage capacity. This made NBL one of the few breweries in the
southern hemisphere which is self-sufficient in CO2 and able to sell its excess CO2.
NBL acquired Camelthorn Brewing Co, launched in 2009 and well known for being the first Namibian
craft brewery.

NBL restructured its operations in Namibia and South Africa, resulting in Heineken acquiring Diageo’s
indirect stake in NBL. The new joint venture between NBL and Heineken was now exclusively focused on a
beer portfolio which would be beneficial to growing key brands in South Africa.

King Lager was launched in October 2015 – Namibia’s first beer brand containing home-grown barley.

2016

NBL commenced with the testing phase of the biomass boiler which was set to replace 80% of the heavy
furnace oil used.
NBL entered into a partnership with Stellenbrau, a Stellenbosch-based craft brewer, thereby strengthening
NBL’s association with a craft-style beer positioning.
As an intermediate water supply solution, NBL obtained licences to drill two boreholes on its premises.

2017
2018
2019

Camelthorn introduced a new brand identity and positioning and included Urbock as a variant to the craft
beer range.

NBL revamped the iconic national Hage Geingob rugby stadium and paid a special dividend to
shareholders.

A new coastal depot was inaugurated at Walvis Bay. Warehousing and administrative functions were
relocated from the old Hansa Brewery in central Swakopmund to Walvis Bay.

NBL will celebrate

2020 100 years

in the beer business.
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OUR VALUE CHAIN
AT A GLANCE
INPUTS
Raw material imported from Europe:
malted barley and hops
Raw material sourced locally: barley for
King Lager
Imported packaging material: glass,
cans and crown corks
Local packaging material: plastic shrink
wrapping, labels, trays and crates

We have a culture that encourages
breakthrough in all areas of our value
chain. This ensures that our actions
are purpose-driven and aligned with
our strategy. Our long-term water
supply plan safeguards the opportunity
to scale up volumes in all areas of the
value chain.

Local natural resources: water from the
City of Windhoek and boreholes
Electricity: NamPower
Renewable energy: biomass boiler and
solar panels

BEVERAGES AND BREWING
Our brewery in Windhoek has a total
technical brewing capacity of 3 million
hectolitres.

PACKAGING
We have five packaging lines at our
Windhoek site for different sizes of
glass bottles, cans and kegs. We run
four shifts per day on a 24/7 basis. We
upgraded lines and invested in 12-pack
capability this year.
We have ISO9001:2015, SANS 10330:
2007 and HACCP certifications.

We have access to further brewing
capacity through our production
agreement with Heineken SA who owns
the Sedibeng Brewery in Johannesburg.
The Swakopmund Brewing Company is
a micro-brewery that also serves as a
pilot plant for crafting and testing new
beer recipes.
We brew most of our beers according to
the German Reinheitsgebot of 1516.
We also produce our soft drinks
and non-alcoholic beverages at the
Windhoek plant. AquaSplash is sourced
and bottled in Okahandja and Oatjo.

Areas in our value chain where we support local enterprises

16
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WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTION
We deliver products to six depots and five
agencies in Namibia. The former includes a
new facility in Walvis Bay and the closure of
the depot in Swakopmund.
We export to 15 countries, including South
Africa, predominantly by road transport.
Primary transport is outsourced to Imperial
Managed Solutions (Proprietary) Limited
(IMS). Secondary distribution between
depots and customers is managed by NBL
trucks and employees.

RETAIL AND CONSUMPTION
Our customers encompass formal and
informal wholesale and retail trade
outlets, for example, supermarkets,
liquor stores, shebeens, pubs and other
hospitality outlets. End consumers
are adults with a broad demographic
profile spanning all income groups.
We take pride in consistently practising
responsible marketing through adhering
to SAIF’s Code of Conduct as well as
our own Responsible Marketing Code
of Conduct.

RECYCLING
52% of production is packaged in
returnable containers. During 2019,
NBL achieved a return ratio of 97%.
A water reclamation plant assists in
reducing the volume of water used as
input into our brewing and packaging
plants. Newly commissioned yeast
extraction equipment will recover beer
extract from surplus yeast.
In our communities we encourage
recycling through Project Shine,
the schools recycling competition, and
through our founding membership
of the Recycle Namibia Forum.

More detail about all
aspects of and initiatives
in our value chain
summarised here can
be found in the section
on our material matters
from page 41.
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
“
”

As a key stakeholder in this economy, we are prepared to work
closely with other stakeholders, particularly Government, to
address challenges head-on. Sven Thieme, Chairperson

Our stakeholders are those individuals
or groups who can be affected by NBL’s
business activities, outputs or outcomes,
or who can significantly affect NBL’s
ability to create value over time. They are
the people for whom we are Creating a
Future, Enhancing Life.
Our purpose and three strategic outcomes were all
formulated with our stakeholders in mind. Our
values define how we behave towards stakeholders
and how we do business with them.
We take every opportunity to integrate stakeholder
engagement into the business. The Group Policy on
Stakeholder Engagement includes the following
aims:
zzTo create a receptive, informed and businessfriendly political, social and regulatory
environment within which we can best achieve
our strategic and commercial objectives

We want to:

zzenhance the lives and well-being of the societies
in which we operate;
zzenhance business sustainability by contributing
to broader socio-economic upliftment and
the betterment of the society within which we
operate;
zzenhance business sustainability by improving and
maintaining stakeholder loyalty and support; and
zzposition the Group as a truly committed and
caring corporate citizen.
We consider the impact on our stakeholder groups
and the interdependencies we create throughout
our value chain in everything we do. Our major
stakeholder groups are:

CONSUMERS
EMPLOYEES

zzTo ensure that stakeholder engagement
is practised in a proactive, strategic and
responsible manner, in line with our values

THE ENVIRONMENT

zzTo communicate our contribution to society
while leveraging key reputation drivers

COMMUNITIES

zzTo remove barriers to trade and overcome
challenges

SUPPLIERS

zzTo ensure the consistency and continuity of
corporate social investment activities across the
Group

CUSTOMERS/STRATEGIC PARTNERS

zzTo provide a framework for the allocation of
resources

GOVERNMENTS
PROVIDERS OF FINANCIAL CAPITAL
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EIGHT REASONS TO
INVEST IN NBL
A 100-YEAR
LEGACY

NBL is a major earnings contributor to a group with a 100-YEAR legacy
in Namibia. O&L Group is the largest privately held group in Namibia and our biggest
shareholder, thereby ensuring stability in our shareholder base and strategic support for the
long term.

HEINEKEN
RELATIONSHIP

Our relationship with Heineken evolved since 2003 and is secured by a 29.68% share in
NBL through NBL Investment Holdings (Proprietary) Limited. Our arrangement ensures a
steady and growing stream of royalties from Heineken South Africa.

ATTRACTIVE
YIELDS

We pay regular and increasing dividends to shareholders. The value of annual ordinary
dividends increased by an average of 8.0% over the past five years, and the net asset
value per share increased by 20.5%.

A DIVERSE BEVERAGE PORTFOLIO
CONSUMERACTIVATED
BRANDS

The quality of our brands is consistently recognised internationally through awards,
enthusiastic feedback from loyal consumers, participation at our events and increased
volumes sold during difficult economic times. Total volumes increased by 4.9% over the
past five years.

A DIVERSE
BEVERAGE
PORTFOLIO

We offer a diversified brand portfolio with alcoholic and non-alcoholic options available
in 16 markets. We are expanding our presence in several markets through joint initiatives
with Heineken, with South Africa remaining our most attractive growth opportunity.

PRAGMATIC
INNOVATION

King Lager was conceptualised to develop a Namibian barley industry that supports local
procurement, job creation and empowerment. King Lager uses Namibian-grown unmalted
barley as an ingredient.

WATER
SENSITIVE

We are becoming increasingly water independent and efficient.
The boreholes at our Windhoek brewery deliver a portion of our water requirements from
own sources, while reduced daily usage per litre of beverage produced is actively managed.

CARBON
CLEVER

We continue reducing our carbon footprint through the use of a biomass boiler and solar
energy, while achieving efficiencies throughout the value chain. NBL is one of only a
handful of breweries in the southern hemisphere that is self-sufficient with regard to CO2
in all aspects of production, and sells surplus CO2 to external customers.
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